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Face To Face Annamarie Jagose



Cries of “Holy Half Million!” 
erupted after headlines hit of 
a grant awarded to a modern 
sexuality study. SARAH LANG 
talks to the surprisingly sweet 
academic studying orgasms, 
Annamarie Jagose.   
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“Orgasm. The Modern Orgasm”… Crikey! Few 
terms pique our interest quite as this one does. 
And when a government research fund doles out 
almost half a million on an orgasm study, it’s a 
magnetising tabloid storyline and one sure to get 

the talkback tiraders on speed dial. 
After the Marsden Fund — a taxpayer-funded pool designed to 

encourage cutting-edge research — divvied out 2006’s $38 million 
in September, it was revealed nine people across various judging 
panels had received grants totalling $6 million (none were involved 
in decisions on their own proposals). 

Controversy centred particularly on the $465,000 awarded to a 
study jointly proposed by three researchers: “Acts and identities: 
Towards a new cultural history of sex”. The sole clarification was 
the study précis: “Drawing on wide-ranging case studies from 
Britain, the USA and New Zealand — sexology and heterosexuality, 
the modern orgasm, the transgendered subject and a micro-study of 
sexual culture in Auckland — this project will address gaps in 
current theorisations of modern sexuality.” Say what?

The furore focused on the fact that researcher Dr Annamarie 
Jagose (who sat on the humanities panel) was researching 20th-
century orgasm, including the fake orgasm. (An earlier, 2004  
grant of $50,000 from the University of Auckland Vice-Chancellor’s 
University Development Fund had enabled Jagose to do a 
preliminary orgasm study.) 

The smutty jokes started immediately (“Dirty work but someone’s 
got to do it!”) And then the talkback grumps got going. “What? She 
awarded herself the money! And to her girlfriend?” (Jagose’s partner 
of 10 years, Dr Lee Wallace, a cultural studies professor in the 
University of Auckland English department, was one of three 
researchers who jointly proposed the project). 

Novelist, lesbian, feminist, That Orgasm Lady — Jagose’s tagged 
with many titles. But her main claim to consequence is in gay and 
lesbian studies in which she lectured for 10 years at the University of 
Melbourne. Returning to Auckland in 2003, she was appointed an 
associate professor in the department of film, television and media 
studies at the university. 

At 40, Jagose is elfin, fit-looking, pulling sultana scones from 
the oven at the spotless Mt Albert bungalow she shares with 
Wallace. Her striking features were blended by an Indian father 
and an Irish mother who met in London and moved to Dunedin. 
Her father, a hospital superintendent, moved his family up country 
from town to town until he set up in general practice in Waikato’s 
leafy Cambridge. The middle of five children, Jagose skipped two 
years in primary school, began a Canterbury University BA at 17 
and enrolled in an MA course in English before her 20th 
birthday. 
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Following a Victoria University PhD, she has authored three 
scholarly works in lesbian literary studies and queer critical theory. 
Now a leading academic in her field with a rising international 
reputation, since 2003 she has co-edited the world’s leading 
sexuality studies journal GLQ. 

Oh, and she writes novels for fun. Her third and most recent, 
Slow Water, based on the true story of a sex scandal on a ship’s 
voyage to the Antipodes in the 1830s, won New Zealand’s major 
fiction prize, the Deutz Medal for Fiction, in the 2004 Montana 
New Zealand Book Awards. Judges hailed her “one of New Zealand’s 
best novelists”. 

But back to the big O. After the controversy broke, Marsden 
Fund humanities panel chair Lydia Wevers spoke out against attacks 
on Jagose’s research, stressing she’d had no involvement in her 
proposal’s assessment. In October it was announced that from 2007, 
panellists will be barred from applying for grants. 

Until now Jagose has refused media interviews. 

NORTH & SOUTH: I imagine it’s been a tough few months. How did 
you react to the funding controversy? 
JAGOSE: Mostly I laughed. Friends would joke “So you’re putting in 
a new garden with your half million?” And I’d say, “When I go out 
to the garden I’ll probably find the Exclusive Brethren rifling through 
my rubbish tin”. Sometimes I laughed till I cried, like when 
[Research, Science and Technology minister] Steve Maharey was 

interviewed on Morning Report. He was explaining why it was 
sensible these projects get decent amounts and said, “Well, you 
know, academics don’t get huge salaries and they have to build a lot 
of expensive equipment”. I was in stitches thinking what kind of 
machines is he imagining — some kind of big orgasmatron, a rocket-
shaped launcher? 
N&S: So no orgasmatron contraptions?
JAGOSE: Definitely not.
N&S: So what’s your share of the research money going on? 
JAGOSE: A large proportion goes to buy myself time — to go on 
unpaid leave. For example I’ll go on a trip to the Kinsey Institute [a 
human sexuality studies centre at Indiana University in the US] to 
look at how they’ve collected information. Mine’s really a reading-
and-writing project, no chocolate or fish oil on hand for test subjects 
— though you’d think otherwise if you’d been listening to 
talkback. 
N&S: Predictably enough it was a huge talkback story. Did you 
follow the coverage closely? 
JAGOSE: Half the time I didn’t, but the phone ran hot for weeks. My 
nieces and nephew cut out pictures of me and rang saying you’re in 
the paper again, or friends would call to say, “They just called you 
that orgasm lady on the radio”. It was immediately obvious there 
wasn’t a great deal of energy or enthusiasm for what was supposed 
to be the actual story — the purported scandal of people being on 
panels and getting funding. In all the coverage I didn’t find out who 
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those other people were. Apart from one woman mentioned briefly 
they were nameless and anonymous. The media were just interested 
in me and it was clear why. 
N&S: Let me guess. Orgasm? 
JAGOSE: Yes. What made the story run for weeks was that our project 
was about sexuality, and especially that it was looking at orgasm. 
That’s a double bind — that the media can find talking about sex 
very attractive, and the public find it relatively 
riveting, and yet the implied position’s that 
no-one should take it seriously. Many of my 
colleagues overseas have had that classic 
cultural-war scenario with funding. 
N&S: Did the media frenzy annoy you? 
JAGOSE: In a way it was irritating. People 
haven’t made clear exactly what my part of the 
study’s about: it’s quite abstracted critical 
theory, using as a central point the contradictory meanings attached 
to orgasm. And there wasn’t much attention to how difficult it is to 
get a Marsden grant. Yet in another way I didn’t really mind. If a 
public profile was important, you’d have to care. But I thought: 
should talkback radio be the audience I pitch myself to? No, because 
this is specialist stuff; it’s not the general public I think of as the 
appropriate judge for whether my project is good or not. And I’ve 
been incredibly supported, from the vice-chancellor and the dean 
through to colleagues and friends. 

N&S: Many people thought your grant should have been spent on 
something else. Why do you think that reaction was so strong? 
JAGOSE: A lot of the Marsden-funded projects are extremely esoteric 
but nobody would say, “Do we need this particular physics project”, 
because they assume that, as they don’t understand it and they’re 
not supposed to. But people have every-day, common-sense relations 
to orgasms, to sex, and think it’s absurd to study in a scholarly 
fashion. I understand that view — “We know all about orgasm. Why 
would an academic take a much more complex way of thinking 
about it?” — but I’m not saying anything people already hold to be 
true. 

Also when the Sunday Star-Times couldn’t get me to describe 
my own project, they asked a women’s studies academic at Victoria 
— and she described a completely different project: that women 
need to have orgasms and it’s important for a relationship. And for 
people who thought that, I can understand you’d question giving 
half a million dollars for something you could find in 
Cosmopolitan.
N&S: Why not do media interviews before now? Wouldn’t that 
clarify understandings of your study? 
JAGOSE: Well, the implication was I needed to defend my study, 
and I don’t need to defend it. I have it and I’m getting on with it. 
And after a few weeks, when journalists or the [Auckland 
University] publicity officer asked me to put that in more 
understandable language, I thought to myself, “In the last three 
weeks my work’s been described in all sorts of ways that I don’t 
recognise at all and that sound foolish”. But the description I gave 
is exactly what I’m doing. I’m really resistant to translating that 
because it’ll end up describing a project I’m not doing. And it’d be 
hard to describe my project in a soundbite — to do it properly 
actually takes quite a long run-up. Plus, while I’m being described 
as an Auckland lesbian,  there’s not really space to engage in 
dialogue.   
N&S: I guess I’d be unlikely to be billed an Auckland heterosexual. 
But why did the “Auckland lesbian” tag annoy you so much? 
JAGOSE: It’s not that I don’t want to be described as a lesbian. I just 
think what a bizarre informational world where that’s considered 
an adequate description for someone in the context of their scholarly 
work. I would have been fine with “Auckland academic”. To me it 
indicated a feeble standard of journalism in New Zealand.
N&S: You were tagged with other titles too?
JAGOSE: In most articles I’m described as a novelist. Headlines 
actually said things like “Auckland novelist” or, more commonly, 
“lesbian novelist”. Again that’s not an appropriate title for someone 
applying for an incredibly competitive, rigorous research fund. That 

I was or wasn’t a novelist is neither here nor there but it was the 
major tag people latched on to, rather than crediting me as a serious 
academic. 
N&S: Criticisms abound about humanities researchers slurping at 
the scientific trough. But the Marsden Fund has a grouping for 
humanities. 
JAGOSE: Yes, and humanities funding is notoriously hard to get. 
Often sciences and social sciences have other funds they can tap 
into in New Zealand, whereas with humanities it’s usually Marsden 
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or nothing. And the humanities get an extremely small percentage 
of the Marsden Fund. As for the money we got, that’s $465,000 of 
$38 million. Divided between three people over three years it’s not 
huge money.
N&S: What about the implication you helped yourself to a grant? 
JAGOSE: I thought, “Fine, let them think I’m so influential that I 
managed to give myself nearly half a million dollars”. It was  
absurd. You have no involvement in the judging of the success or 
otherwise of your project; you just get the letter like anyone  
else. It’s extremely hard to get a Marsden. You sweat away on 
applications and projects go through rigorous peer evaluations — 
mine had three international reports by people who are leaders in 
the field.
N&S: From next year, panellists are barred from applying for grants 
to avoid any perception of bias. A good thing?
JAGOSE: That’s the Marsden Fund’s prerogative. But most people 
don’t realise that decision was made not after the story broke but 
during the funding process — when [Marsden Fund council] 
chairperson Garth Carnaby realised a high proportion of people 
sitting on panels were also applying for funding.
N&S: Do you think sometimes people perceive academics as a breed 
of ivory-tower aliens not in touch with the real world?
JAGOSE: That’s a very common interpretation of academics. To a 
degree I can see it’s true. For instance, I know my description of the 
project could be incomprehensible because 
it’s specialist training that lets me write and 
think like that. But the academic’s priority is 
not to make your material accessible to the 
public. The average person can’t determine 
the research directions of high-level 
academics because they don’t have the 
capacity to judge. My priority is to circulate this material to a small, 
trained audience. 
N&S: You’ve said you’re resistant to translating the précis of the 
study, but can you tell me more about what the wider study will 
comprise?
JAGOSE: The umbrella concept is acts and identities, with each 
researcher studying one area within that. We’re saying the dominant 
way to understand sexuality in modern Western cultures is in 
relation to identity — categories of sexual orientation. Then there’s 
another discourse which describes sexuality in terms of sex acts. 
What we want to say is here’s two ways of thinking about sexuality 
but we want to think about ways that are neither acts nor identities 
— in order to oxygenate the field a bit. For example, orgasm. Not 
really a sex act, more a sex incident, but it’s really not an identity. 
N&S: A sex byproduct perhaps?
JAGOSE: That too.
N&S: Is that why you’re studying orgasm, because it falls outside 
those definitions? 
JAGOSE: It’s because my project’s a 20th-century project, a time 
when orgasms involved major shifts in conception. But rather than 
saying, “Here’s the orgasm story from A to Z”, I’m saying, “Here’s 
this thing we apparently all understand but look at these 
contradictory layers”. On one hand orgasm is often understood as 
an entirely natural, biologically driven event; on the other hand 
there’s heaps of discourse about how it’s acquired. It’s also thought 
of as mechanistic in part — a complex physical motor process, like 
a sneeze. Then again it’s also understood to be deeply psychological 
and tied up with aspects like personality.
N&S: More psychological for women? 
JAGOSE: Yes, this is the paradox. On one hand, it’s like orgasm is the 
cultural Esperanto of sex: Homosexuals and heterosexuals, men 
and women — orgasm is their mutual thing. Yet the history of men 

and women’s orgasm across the 20th century is understood to be 
extremely different. And in heterosexual and homosexual contexts, 
orgasm is discoursed very differently. 
N&S: So there’s all these contradictions. What do you want to add to 
the field?
JAGOSE: There’s already a lot of information about orgasm — from 
sexologists, doctors, anthropologists, even political theorists. As 
21st-century subjects we understand orgasm has those narrative 
structures — but why do they? Do we take them as a given? I’m 
using orgasm as a figure through which I get to ask a whole lot of 
questions. Unpacking some of those things will hopefully make 
scholars, if not the average person, think differently about some  
of the big arguments about how we define sexuality. I’d like to  
demonstrate it’s a lot more complicated than ordinarily thought.
N&S: A lot of people commented on the fake orgasm aspect of the 
study. Why is it such a major component? 
JAGOSE: In the 20th century, I think fake orgasm started to emerge 
as a practice with a definite, understandable profile. An invented 
bodily practice that manages certain orders of information about 
what kind of sexual responses are appropriate. To me it’s an exciting 
study area because I think it’s one of the 20th century’s few new 
invented sexual practices. 
N&S: Surely it happened before that?  
JAGOSE: There were definitely discussions of women’s capacity to 

simulate an orgasm — but not that same, sharp-edged understanding 
of fake orgasm as an actual thing. So OK, what turned it into such a 
concrete material event last century? Moreover, according to the 
dominant logic — of equal access to sexual pleasure — fake orgasm 
should just evaporate away to nothing, but it hasn’t. So how can we 
think about it as an invention of the 20th century that exists and 
persists?
N&S: Will you look at why people fake orgasm? 
JAGOSE: I’ll certainly be noting there’s a common narrative that 
faking orgasm is a bad practice caused by insensitive heterosexual 
men and a feminine requirement to please. But predominantly I’ll 
be looking at how it’s framed as a problem. It might be an ethical 
problem: Should you do it? Or a physical problem, like does faking 
diminish your chances of having a real orgasm? Maybe it’s a socio-
cultural problem: of women’s access to sexual pleasure. So I’m 
asking, what would happen if we thought about faking orgasm not 
as a problem? Not because I want to recommend that women fake. 
But I want to step back and say what does that problem framework 
tell us about our wider attitudes to sexuality? And if we remove that 
problem framework, how could you think about it differently? 
Perhaps we could rethink what kind of sex counts as radical.
N&S: What about male fake orgasm?
JAGOSE: I’m considering the female, heterosexual fake orgasm as 
the classic incarnation but note men do fake orgasm. 
N&S: The spotlight often falls on your lesbianism rather than your 
academic track record. What would you say to someone who posted 
on a blog site that being a lesbian makes you less appropriate to 
comment on fake orgasm, because you’ll conclude faking orgasm is 
entirely the man’s fault?
JAGOSE: Well you don’t need to be heterosexual to fake an orgasm! 
Aside from the fact I’m not looking at fault, it’s irritating to suggest 
homosexuals must have a hostile relation to heterosexuality or that 
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feminists have hostile relationships to men. I’ve encountered that 
attitude, that I’m criticising heterosexuals a fair bit in my work. It 
seems kind of mental to me. 
N&S: Can I get away with describing you as a lesbian feminist? 
JAGOSE: It’s fine when it’s within context. Actually, I always forget 
that people might not know I’m a lesbian. I always think it must be 
blinking obvious. Apart from everything I do [workwise], 
occasionally on very odd occasions I’ll have transactions with 
people — like when that woman on the phone thought my girlfriend 
was my mother — when I realise, “Oh right, the world organises 
itself in this other way”. And I am so inherently a feminist that I 
would never say “as a feminist” because that goes without saying. 
Others say this is a feminist issue. I say this is the issue. 
N&S: Do you think feminism is still alive and well? Or passé, 
invoking images of bitter, anti-men harpies?
JAGOSE: I’ve had conversations with people who say many others 
think it’s excessive to be a feminist — that now there’s all this 
equivalence and equality and it seems sort of unnecessary. The 
social space for young women today is very different even than it 
was when I was 20, and often younger women often don’t see the 
need for feminism exactly because that framework’s already there. 
But we can’t take things for granted.
N&S: Is it hard to be a strong-minded lesbian feminist, academic 
and author in New Zealand? 
JAGOSE: Not in day-to-day life. I live in this little bubble because I 
work in a very liberal institution, where I can be a lesbian feminist 
without having to be a lesbian feminist. I can just get on with being 
myself and doing my work. But it’s not so straightforward for 
everyone.
N&S: Do you think it’s easier to live as a gay or lesbian person 
nowadays in New Zealand than in years past?
JAGOSE: It’s definitely become way more acceptable and supported 
over recent decades. It would have been impossible to imagine civil 
unions happening two decades ago. But while gay couples who live 
monogamous, stable lifestyles become more accepted, other things 
become less so. Like transgendered people, or non-coupled 
heterosexual lifestyles. 
 N&S: You’re one of the first New Zealand 
researchers in gay and lesbian studies. 
How did you get into this field? 
JAGOSE: 1988 was the start of the rise of 
gay and lesbian studies as a recognisable 
sub-discipline overseas and I was very 
excited by all that work. I tried to enrol in 
my PhD in English doing this theoretical 
lesbian topic about how the figure of 
lesbian was used in contemporary literary 
theory. Well they couldn’t really 
understand what I was about and there 
was no one who could supervise. Every 
Friday I’d come into the English 
department to see if any progress had been 
made. Luckily in the end I found a 
supervisor. It was only later I realised 
studying that kind of topic in New Zealand 
20 years ago just wasn’t done.
N&S: It must be tough sometimes being 
one of a very few in your field in New 
Zealand. Where do you get inspiration 
and support for your work? 
JAGOSE: The centre of my intellectual life 
has always been in North America, where 
most of the cutting-edge work in my field 

happens. I organise my day according to American time zones as 
well as New Zealand time zones — I have regular email and phone 
connections, go to conferences—  I’m part of a wider, supportive 
community. Also my partner Lee. She’s my best first reader. 
N&S: The 2004 Montana New Zealand Book Awards judges called 
you one of New Zealand’s best novelists. Was that exciting?
JAGOSE: Extremely. But it’s funny, I never ever think of myself as a 
novelist. People sometimes ask in interviews, “As a novelist what do 
you think”, and I feel startled. 
N&S: Because being an academic is your day job?
JAGOSE: And because academia is intellectually rigorous and 
gruelling, whereas writing fiction for me has always seemed 
extremely leisurely, relaxing and self-pleasing. I don’t know if that’s 
because no-one is asking me to write novels, or because I have less 
of myself tied up in that.
N&S: As you enjoy it so much, you’ll keep writing novels? 
JAGOSE: After my first two novels I thought, “Is this a habit I’m getting 
into?” and I decided I needed to know how serious I was about novel-
writing and how good could I be at it. I set myself a test: If I took on a 
project I was really interested in, what would I write like if I didn’t 
have any excuses or time restrictions? I took a year without salary, 
did a lot of research and wrote Slow Water. It was a real challenge to 
get it right but it was as good as I could write at that moment. And it 
went down well, so yes I’ll continue to write novels on and off.
N&S: Where did you get your writing knack from? Are you from a 
creative line? 
JAGOSE: No — dad was a doctor, mum’s a nurse, two of my siblings 
are lawyers. But everyone was quite anecdotal, so dinners were 
always the highlight of the day, because everyone would sit around 
and chat and tell stories. My mum was a wonderful storyteller. 
N&S: Was she a big influence on you?
JAGOSE: My mother in particular was always very encouraging and 
supportive of us children. In hundreds of ways she’d tell us we could 
do whatever we set our hearts on, and by the time we worked out 
that this wasn’t strictly true it didn’t much matter. She encouraged 
us to do what we thought was right, even if that wasn’t what everyone 
else was doing.  ■
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